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THE SUBJECT OF SHIPBOARD vibration has been given wide
attentnes in recent years. Although many important papes
thisfield
on the subject were published prior to World War II,
greatest impetus as a direct result of
of stdy received its
the large shipbuilding program precipitated by the war. Darlog the war and since that time, many new types of ships
and numany larger ships with greatly increased powers were
built to meet both commercial and naval requirements. Witb
this large shipbuilding program many new vibration problems were encountered and much greater emphasis was mnurally placed on this field of study. In the years following
World War Ilcontinued technological de velopments in the
fields of nuclear propulsion, electronics, and missile weapam
have brought many new vibration problems to the
syst
assenrion of the Navy. These developments plus our nm
submnadnes, our improved sonar equipment, and such new
craft, Ground Effects Machine. and
'hydofoil
prgrams as the

aNizect in he design of river towboats and offer reasonable
nggestons so be considered in the design of such vessels.
Abough we do not speak from broad experience in the towboa fieUI. many shipboard problems and the approaches to
developed for sea going ships, will find direct
ther sola
aqlicamk so river towboats.
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F1g. I dinostrates "The Response of *ship to its Envinmnem'" and, at the same time, illusrates the field of

deep-dving submarines has placed the study of shipboaad
vibration and noise high on the Navy's list of important memarch psograms.
While the Navy has, directly or indirectly, contributed
sanding of shipboard vibration than any
ne to the. ua
other segment of our scientific society. significant contribusins have also been made through the research panels of

irofessional
societiei and by many individual nvestigam.

Tbi paper wiUl briefly review some of those problem arew
which we believe to be of major importance to the naval
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esponse of ship to i eavtionment

CT
The problems of vibration and noise aboard ship have
been given increased attention by the Navy since World War
I as a result of many technological developments and tactical requirements. Many problem areas are identified and
those .hich hae particular application in the design of iver
towboats are reviewed.
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The pap is addressed primarily to the naval architect.
shiphbilden. fw operator and identifies thbose areas to which
amemiom %hoaldbe drawn during design and development.
Specific uggestions and specifications are presented, based
am currem naval practice.
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and control, insolar as possible, the response of the primary

rest of the ,hip Dynamics Div of the sructu-al Mechan-

hull girder.
'a-r dOdl Basn
xcluding
the rigid body met:on of a stiip (-.. path heave),
ne
tole
inany mechanically %ibrating system we are concerned
with the natural behavior of the mass-clastizre system and its
the influelincs of randonm sea a4!l .asiliuct g which proi s stltu r, tt infladuces a transnit ' pon- of the
iieyi-onse to exciting forces. A ship is such a system andstudA.otott
.cd its have .hown that the hull girder will appfrximate a freelng 1of
ence of iiamunnitg
t= to djct-w
aid petfr-ds- X-cN itaon
gea motion, ithe itiVuhc, randh!o
free b-cain. supported at ts nodal p~-ints. The particular gedue to the hydscVaniis of f w : uapp nadagS, prcs-*
ose:ctry of a gi Ln lp will of course influ-ene: its response
stirc flu tuations due to the prop
, thrust fluctuation,
characteritcs Nlormally we are concee- with the flexmachinery ,nha nce and eother r
h:ntiry forces. nots gen- ural tiodes i th vrtical and athwartship d ections. In
erat, on and resuit',rg -ou-J rah.
s
The study of these
ceTain cates, such as a destroyer with lonig slender lines, we
forces and the r j--nic char lcerroWcs of shies to tem is
May eclcooluter a tor i onal cr twistusg made o the hull which
encompassed tn th f- Ioasg pt_ arms of the Division:
Laboratory at the David Tay
bCs

gtes ttoub'e and in still other slhips the lerzitadinal or accordsan mode has been a cause for concemrn S-y itsgeometry,
iowuv¢er, we can prehabi- limit our conssdertmano in towboats to the flexural niodes
For a first approximation we can assume a ship to be a
bcam of unsfonrm section and carrying a uslsrmly distributed
load The natutal frequency is obtained from the following
expression (1)0:

I Structura.l Saworthisuess -- The de. elopmtrent of dvnarnic design procedures for ships' hialls
2 Slamming -- he tUdy of re mecailssm and devel-

the effects of
n
opment of ratisnal procedures to rmize
slamming.
3 ilydroelastaity -- Flutter rediction4 Pull vibrati.n -- Response r- steady state forces.
5 Machinery ',bration.
60
6. Radiation studies.
F - 6
cpm
7 Full-Kscale ibtatitn testing and ship evaluation.
a. Develop .jt of ibratioll_-n tlumentation and- comwhere:
2
puter facilities.
Modulus of elasticity, lb/in
E
The broad oh!cotives of these Pjcgrans include the fol1 = Moment of inertia of the cross'-scnon about the
lowing basic coasidterations:
4
neutral axis normal to the plane of vibration, in.
1. Mechanical suitability (The concern for structuralade2
2
quacy).
pa Mass per unit l ngth of beam, lb-c2iAn
2. Hlabitability and qpentabity (te concern for adverse
I = Lxngth of beam, in.
effects on personnel and equipment)
A = A constant for the mode considered. I = 22.4, 2 =
3. Detection ird dctectabilty (the concsrn for eftwicncy
G1.7, 3 = 121, 4 = 200, 5 a 298
in undersea warfare).
In applying this formulation to the actuil case of a towSince river towboats are not gctnrally concerned with
boat, the imass per unit length p will include the mass per
undersea warfare, we hiave llnitLd dthis paper to the first two
unit length of the hull girder, the average mass per unit
considerations. In like maimer., t,-wboat oprations are not
length of the mniachinery and equipment. an-4a value of mass
generally concerned with structual seaworthiness, slamming.
or hydroelasticity problems to txt ame degree as sea-going ,er unit length for virtual mass of entrained water. In gen*

~T

vessels. Our prcluninary interest, therefore, will center
around hull vibration stimulatied y steadv state forces, esther
propeller or machnery excited In addition, we have utiliZed sonic exp'ielwrnc gained in t'h.e Navy's noise reduction
programr which :J applied, shoutd '% helpful in impto ing
the general habitability and operaitbity of river towboats.

eral., as a first approximation, we may assawne the mass per
unit length of the hull girder and supported e npment to
equal the total mass of the ship divided by us length. The
virtu.l mass per unit length for the fleuratl modes may be
computed as follows:
For athwartship vibration

HULL RESPONSE

For

A ship is. in reality, a beam deigned to catty a load un*dert varying condations of sutipport. When we consider tl*
problem of ship ibratioe we Inm flist consider the response
of the beam or pritanry hull gilrder and then consider the
response of tindividual items of ert pment with refterence
to the basit girdri mo'otl at the inint of attachment. As
an optimuilm tondition any pieyc ,f shipboard equipment
which is dirtttly attached to the hull can he expected to
amplitude as the primove, as a tlinimmum. with the sL-amre
mary bull gider, It is iinportan therefore, to understand

2

vertical

vibration a

I

at IC at
Hg

2
11

C st b
Vg

wheret

I

a Taylor's longitudinal inertial cori tient. (To account for the three-dinnsionat flow effect of the
virtual mass)
CH
Laidwcher's virtual mass coeffic rea for horizontal
motion

iumbe-rs in parentheses designate Reterc

paper.

es at end of

iYiill
iiiYII
IIIYIYIIII

CV

=

Landwe ber's virtual mass coefflR te i ,-a vertical

p/g = Masu of w4ater per cu ft
H =-Draft. ft
b = Mcan haff-breadth of s ¢ton at water line, ft
Apprco~ate vaucs for the longitudinal mnertia coefficient
may be ra'rn frorm Fig 2. The value J is potted against the
ratio of L
i(lengi over beam) The values for CH and CV
are obtaze.d frm Figs 3 and I respectively For more detailed anrs.sis of t:e virtual mass problem. see Ref. 2
Lt
4
aco0 r-

8
w-r-
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The ncde shapes and location of nodal -mas for the unform beam and uniformly distributed ioad are shown in Fig.
5 These frequcncies calculate in the ratio of 1 0. 2.75,
5-4. 8 9, 13 35 While the foregoinm procedure may satisfactot-y.establish the frequencies and miode hlipes of a vexsel having the general geometry of a towboat. tPsi procedure
has rot proved adequate for ocean going ships having finer ine.s
at both Naw and itern. F:g. 6 shows a ty.pical weight curve
developed for an vcean going sessel and Fig 7 slhows a typi-

cal area - monmcnt of inertia curve. In each case the ship
is divided into 20 stations between the forward and aft perpenridic!ars. An empirical form of the uniform beam formula was devel-ped by Schlick to obtain the fundamental
vertical frequency of a ship:

a

F~/Zi
F=AL3
0 #0

where:

Jo0

F = Frequency, cpm
2 2
I= Moment of inertia, in. ft units
A = Displacement, long tons

OaO

~ti~t~

Fig. 2 - C--ve for obtaining coefficient I used in virtualmass estimte
AMe

xroo

Fig. 5 - Mode shapes and location of nodal poin s for unifonn beam with uniformly distributed load
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lanth ofdip, ft
s Schlick's empirical constant which includes thecona
in the untfan beam formula and corstant fac
sections r the departureof the ship girder and its
loading from the basic iorm beam
Typical Schlick constants are given as follows:
For vessels of very fine lines, such as destroyers.
15t.85t.
For lage tranarlantic passenger lines with fine lines.4
-143A*.
For carco boans, with full lines. , - 127,900.
L

The higher mondes were generally found to fall in the ratios of 1.0.

2.0.3..

4.0,56.0 for both the vertical and ath-

vartship modes. The first two athwartship modes are

41

generally found w equal approximately 1.5 times the corespoding vertical modes. This factor will generally increase a approsimately 1.7 for the higher modes.
The fuequered for the flezral modes can be expected
to vary for diffeems load condition and for depth of water
when dhe distance between the eel and the bottom is less
than appsoxmasely six times the.draft, a condition frein towboat operation. The light load
quently ecounte
natural faquecim in the vertical and athwartship flexural
modes will vary between 1.10 times the heavy load freand 1.15 times the heavy
quency inthe faiamental m .de.
load coedition ipr the third mode and above. If dthe depth
of warn under the keel is as little as 25% of the draft of the
vessel, the hydodynamic man is tripled and the frequencies may be redoewd to 70%of the deep water value. As a
result, a ship navaling in deep water with little vibration
may encounter a resonant vibration in shallow water while
maintaining the same rpm. Father information on the influence of the dp of water a the virtual mass, is given
in ief.3Althugh Ilmiued work has probably been conducted on
the Vespume of umboat halls in the past, the increased dzes
and powems of senls of this type suggest greater attention
will be given to sthe problem a bull vibration in the futue.
An undestandig of the response of the hull system is a preequisie to the slation of many such problems and to he
avoidance of penial problem while the boat is still in the

expedSuch studies should include bosh theoretical aWnd
mental work. The foundations for such studies are he vibration generator. These generats are machines capable
of setting an entire ship's bull into vibration and permit the
elastic characsesistics. Figs. 8 and 9
determination of its
taken from Ref. 4 show two of he latest vibration generates
developed by the DTMB for this purpose. The first is capable
of developing a maximum force of 40,000 lb and the second
is capable of developing a mazim force of 5000 lb. The
vibration generator is installed at the aft perpendicular, an
antinode for all frequencies, and operated at those speeds
necessary to excite the nosrmal modes of the hull. Only the
first five modes are generally considered important in ocesa
going vessels. The magnitude and direction of the driving
forces are determined by the angular position of the eccentric weights.
For reordzing purposes Fig. 10 dows a typical instumesaration arrangement. The 20 pickups are located at regular
intervals along the length of the bull and data is obtained
simultaneously from all pickups. Thus, with all pickups

properly phased, the structural response and mode shapes fr
all critical frequencies can be obtained.
Although it may not be considered warranted in the cast
of towboats, the needs of the Navy in this field of study a
the response of bull structures has priogressed thrdough a co-

Fig. 9 - TMBS 5000 lb 3-mass vfteasin generator installed
to test radar pedestal freuladations

deia ses.

ri -

Instumentation aagement and for shipboard

a
Fig. 10

Fig. 8 - TMB 40,000 lb 3-mass vibration generator installed
oan tM Savannah during dockside vibration generator tsos
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tinuous development program. In 1949 the Model Basin, in
collaboration with the University of Michigan, published
methods for calculating natural frequencies and normal
modes of vertical vibration of a ship's hull considered as a
free-free beam with bending and shearing flexibility (5).
Through continuous development these methods ha- e been
extended to include flexural, torsional, torsional-beiding,
and lorigirudinal modes. By refinements in calculations of
virtual masses and consideration of the effect of masses flexibly attached to the hull, better agreement of theoretical
and experimental results are obtained. Calculations of the
mode shape with a unit deflection on the stern of a ship, or
due to a unit force applied to the propeller or stern, allow a
comparison of the response of different hull designs.
Rececoty a comprehensive study, reviewing and extending
previous work, was made on the application of equations forc
digital and electric-analog solution of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a ship's hull idealized as an elastic
beam (2). Effects of bending, shear, rotary inertia, coupled
torsion and bending, initial curvature of the elastic axes,.
applied forces and torques, sprung masses, and other inertias
are included. Methods for manually calculating the physical
parameters of the hull from ship's plans and other sources
have also been treated on the computer. The accuracy of
the results obtained by these methods for uniform and nonuniform beams has been encouraging.
The validity of these theories has been verified by vibration measurements on many different types of surface ships
and submarines. The most complete vibration survey ever
conducted was made on SS Gopher MAariner in cooperation
with the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
(6). Hence, these analyses can now be used with confidence
to calculate the frequencies and modes of hull vibration at
the design stage so that resonance conditions can be avoided.
In view of the higher frequencies of vibration, which are of
interest today, and the increasing importance of the interaction of the hull with elastically attached masses and the
water, the more general three-dimensional approach to ship
vibration is being studied.
On certain classes of ships. flexibly mounted masses such
as machinery, rudders, cargo, and superstructures affect hail
vibrations (2). Therefore, to explore the possibility of a
more adequate representation of a ship's hull as a masselastic system subject to vibration, studies have been made
to investigate the characteristics of a beam with attached
inertias having motion in translation, rotation or coupled
translation, and rotation. Analytical. electric-analog, and
digital computer methods haie been devised to determine
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of beam-sprunginertia systems. Full-scale studies to verify these theories
have been conducted on the NS Savannah and the USS Loo
Beach (CG(N)9).
For those who are interested in pursuing the subject further, the more recent works of McGoldrick (7) and Todd (8)
are recommended reading. These two publications, plus
Letbowitz (2), contain all significant references on the the-y
of hull vibration.

EXCI.NG FORCES
As previously noted, any vibrating system includes both a
mass-elastic system and an exciting foce which drives it.
Earlier we considered the hull girder as the primary masselastic sytem ar- discussed its resp ns.e characteristics.
This section will deal with the exciting forces. These forces
are limited to steady or periodic foricus. which will produce:
1. Forced Vibration -- The resporle of the vibrating sys-

tem to periodic

ferces of sufficient

mragaitude as to excite

the sy-rm at rnouronant frequencies.
2
,esnant
Vibration -- The rej-ne of the vibrating
system to periodic forces tuned to a caErial frequency ofthe
system.
Itzsob ious th.n, that to minimize hull vibration, we
must Inmit the rrsndtude of the excitring forces and insure
resor-.-:es at irpant
operating cozritions are avoided.
The mrost corn
n vibratory forces e.countered may be
divided into five grouips:
GEOUP I -- Forces caused by unbalance of rotating equip-

ment.
GROUP II -- Vertical and horizontcal forces on the ship
struc - en caused by the passage of eaacrb propeller blade.
The-c forces have a frequency equal to the blade frequency
of the propeller, wtsch is equal to tCe number of revolutions
of t c ropeller aimes the number of blades. Occasionally
harrm-mics of blade frequency are enc-untered.
GROUP I -- Teorsional vibratiorn of the shaft system excited by propeer blade forces or by nonuniform engine
torque The funamental frequency - these oscillations
may be propeller blade frequency or major engine harmonics.
GROUP IV -- Longitudinal vib-artn of the engine-shaftpropeller system in a fore and aft direction. This frequc:..:y
is generally equal to the propeller biade frequency but can
be associated wtth important torstochal frequencies excited
by engine harmontcs. (coupled torsiucal and longitudinal
modes).
GROUP V -- Equipment vibratto- This group includes
the f rces generated by and peculiar to particular equipment
cha.ra-zctistics. Icl ied in this gro- would be such items
as secondary en ne inertia forces, h L.-monics of reciprocating ciompressors, pump vane frequency, and so forth.
Group I. Unbalanced Forces At Staft Frequency - The
unbalanced forces at shaft frequency include mass or hydrodynamic unbalance of the propeller. mass unbalance of the
shaft.nc or bull pear in a geared drve mass unbalance or
prim-ary inertia unbalance in a direct connected engine, and
whippiang in the shaft system. The tk'lrodynamic unbalance
of a propeller mrav be caused by a 4armaged blade or an error ka pitch. In a %esselwhich pre%.ously did not havetroiblesi-rme %ibrac-o. Its sudden appe:rance would throw considera le suspiczcn upon propeller or shafting damage.
Seaw,-ed or other fouling of a propciner may also cause a
teimorary tbraotz.ia of this type.
o minimiste mass unbalance, the Navy has estabhlished
static and dynamic balance requirements for all rotating

-- ---

machinery- Specific requirements are given in Ref. 9 under
Type II,Internally Excited Vibration. Table 1 is takenafrom
Ref. 9 and gives the type of correction required, considering
the motor dimensions and speed of rotation. From this specification we --tethat all propellers r-eceive the miruium
of a static balance and that all propulsion shafting receives
a static balance if it rotates at 150 rpm or less and a dynamic balance if itrotates at 150 rpm The maximum al
lowable residual unbalance in each plane of correcticn is
given as:
4W

U =-

N

for speeds in excess of 1000 rem

5,30W
=-----5
2U for speeds between 150 irm and
1000 rpm
N

or

U = 0.25W for speeds below 150 rpm
where:
U = Maximum allowable residual unbalance, oz in.
W= Weight of rotating part, lb
N = Maximum operating rpm of unit

The mass unbatance or primary inertia unbalance of a
direct connected engine will also provide exciting focces at
shaft frequency Since in this paper we are dealing with the
application problem of the naval architect, we will limit
our comments on the design aspects of the engine itae;f to
recommendation that the choice of ur.it should include a
consideration of its inherent unbalanced forces Further details on the computation of the primary inertia forces ia the
engine are g:ven in ano'her paper.
Shaft whip may occur when the natural frequency of l1teral vibration of a shaft system equals the rotational tfrequency. To avoid the possibility of shaft whip, it is r-ecommended that thenatural frequencyof theshafts)stem Ls at
least 115 o or the operating speed. For the system shmin in
Fig. 11, the natural frequency is computed by the foilring
equation taken from Ref. 10:
El
I

I

T

2
pb b
b +5

+

b4

3
lb3
+ 9

S1/2- I pius 60~o for entraiued water, where

=:

ass moment of inertia of propeller about axis, lb
.in. sec 2
All cases of first order vibration are considered deciencies. By that is meant that if the above sources of first order
vibration are carefully considered in the design and development, we Ashould have little concern about them in the finished towboat, or conversely if first order vibration appears,
it generally can be eliminated by the correction of these
first order forces.
Group II. Pro ller Forces - The propeller firces and
moments which vibrate the ship's hull, in addition to those
resulting from geometric imperfections, are those induced
by:
1. The nontuniferm irlow-velocity into the propeller
plane which then p-oduce forces which are transmitted to
the hull through shafts, struts, bossings, or stern tube bearings.
2. Oscillating fluid pressures generated by the moving
pressure fields associated with the blades of the loaded propeller when passing strut arms. bossings, or the hull.
Unlike the first order (shaft frequency) vibrations previously discussed, the propeller forces at blade frequency or
harmonics of blade frequency are a function of design considerations. The nonuniform velocity field surrounding the
stem of the ship anrd the propeller working irn this medium
determine the magnitude of the developed forces and are
established in the design stage. Unfortunately those factors,
I
P

Table 1 - Types of Correction for Mass Unbalance
Type of Correction

Length/Diameter*

Speed, rpm

Less than 0.5

One plane (static)
0-1000
Greater than
Two plane (dynamic)
1000

Greater than 0.5

One plane (static)
0- 150
Greater than
Two plane (dynamic)
150

14
3i60

*The length and diameter refer to dimensions of rotor
mass, exclusive of supporting shaft.

where:
2

Modulus of elasticity, lb/in.
Propeller overhang, in.
Bearing span. in.
Propelk-r weight plus 25 for ent-aned water

E
b
(
W

=
=
=
=

I

= Moment of inertia of shaft section about dkan.iter,
4

PROPELLER

in.

p

= Shaft mass per unit leiigth,

lb-sec2/ in. 2

Id = Mass moment of inertia about a diancater, tb in.
se2
Scc

Fig. 11 - Diagram of tallshaft system

bull
in
form. pro F elr clearances, and water depth.
which greatly nfluence the magnitude of th- forces, canino
be too well coinroled ti the La'e ;f -owbh"ats iowe-ver.
improcmrthrat i flow ha%e been uhrtaiced is recent years
some
by stern rAifcanons and the uc fFort n tatles
instances Forc reductior I-.e hbeel zci;ved in many
cases of rhip ;.thranson by the use of kvwed propellers.
The dal approach to this problem is to conduct model
wake studhes fr'om which the i'armotnic content of the circumfer ntal wake at various radii wi hin the propeller plane
can be dternm-ried. A harmoic analNsis of thisdata would
permit an Cvaluahtion of the r-latie -nagpitude of the propeller blade forces for p?,,pc.irs han . various rnumbers of
blades. This data plus a knowledge of the hull natural frequencies ard the rance of srhaft speeds dusr~ed will permit
the selection of parameters naich will m:sonmie the forces
at propeller blaJV frequency -na:rly,
Uifor
howeser, the
cost of this appr.-ach zeiera'ly result at its iemission and we
fall back on the cxpenence of the naval architect. In this
respect, hipbuzding is still considered an art.
The rmost important aspect of any vibration problem is
that of resnar-e- Ifour prc;eller blide frequency is tuned
to a natural frequency of the hull within an important operatsng speed rane, we can generally cxpect serious vibration. Obviously the easiest way to correct this problem in a
given design is to choose a propeller with the number of
blades which pnsvides the be:: compromise. To do this, a
vibration study should be made to determine the location
of the natural frequencies of the huall. This can be done ideally by a vibrartca gen-.-. , :tcan generally bedetermined
by underway tests. The location of shaft speed critical: for
propellcrs with alternate numbers of blades can be readily
predicted by dividing the observed frequencies by the number of blades. LI general, the relative force inputs from altemate propellers can also be estimated at a particular critical by correcting for the change in po-wer at the speed at
which the critical occurs and by correcting for the change
in intensity of thesuction peak. The lirst correction %aries
as the square of the critical speed ratio and the latter varies
as the cutle root of the speed ratio for a free running condititon. For exrample, if we had a hull frequency at 120 cpm
and the top speed of the shaft was 180 tpm. a serious critical
could o t. .s at top speed when using a 4-bladed propeller.
Ifwe tconsiderted chainging to a 5-bladed propeller, the critical would shift downward to 144 rpm, and for a free running
coindition the forces would be:
such

3
(k
14 \ F,4
jiui
ISO

0.04

0.93

=0St'ta of

the original force.

(180
Of course this would be revtsed upward somewhat when
:wing and other higher nmodes enter into the picture. Hlowever, as in allother engincering prt,,nb'ems. the ideal design
is a compromise and can only be achitted by undeistandii g
the altre.aties.
111. 7Irsional Vibiatlon - In most installatilons
the prewnce of serious criticals of torsional vibration may
reflect in a tornsonaal fatigue failure of systets components

or. in the case of geared drives, can produce torque reversal
and hanmmering of gear teeth. Occasionally, however, a
-

torsit..al criical will resu 'qseiuous hull vibration. The

most likely case of such difficulty would be that of a direct
connected J.te in which the engine inertia is of the same
order of mn.gitude, or not too much larger than that of the
propeller if.in such - case, a serious first mode critical
occurs in the upper operating speed and large amplitudes
of torsional -ibrat.on are encountered, the arpitude at the
eigine may be significant when compared to the amplitude
at the propeller. In this case the absolute motion of the engine masses will be large and torque reaction in the engine
frame will be reflected in %ibraton in the hull, transmitted
through the engine foundation This source of trouble can
generally be a-.oided, if. in the design of the propulsion system, the larna of the engine end of the system is highcompared to that of the propeller. The relative amplitude curve
in this case results in greater torsional motion at the propeller anid mncreased damping to the system introduced
through the propeller.
For reasons of safety, the torsional vibration characteristics of any proposed propulsion system should be carefully
checked. I- the majority of cases the system evaluation is
performed by the engine builder. Howeser. in many cases
the naval architect or shipbuilder will retain their own consultants to insure the adequacy of the overall system. to optimize the basic arrangement of the propulsion system, and
to choose the most appropriate system components.
The design of the propulion system requires the avoidance of serious criticals of torsional vibration within the nortnal operatmig speed. Serious criticals are defined as those
having excessive torsional vibratory stresses, or exceisise
vibratory torque across gears (9) Withuin the operating speed
range, excessxe stress is that stress in excess of S ,where
V
for steel
strength,
tensile
Ultimate
SV =
2
25
limit, for cast iron
5 = Torsional fatugue
v
6
For average crankshaft steels, the range extends from
75,000 to 125.000 psi, and the corresponding allowable stress
would run fromn 3000 to 5000 psi.
Excessive vibratory torque across gears for diesel installations is given a: that torque gre-ater than 7 'o of the driving
torque at the same speed, or 25 of the full load torque,
whichever is smaller.
For "pass-thru" criticals which occur below the operating
speed, exccsisve torsional vibratory stress isthat stress in exccss of 1-3/4 times the value of S .
v
Normally. the naval architect will be concerned with the
fundamental mode having its node between the engine and
propeller. The frequency can be estimated by either of the
following expressions:
When the -ngine inertia is large compared to the propeller inertia:
F

=2

-. cpm
1P

= Vibrationm amplitude at propeller, radians

Whben engine and propeller are of the same order of magni-

i

mw&

1

= Mass moment of inrertia of the engine, lb in. sec

Ip

= Mass rnaoment of inertia of the propeller. lb in. see

P
e

F = 21l

cpm
I xl
e
p

where:

2

(includes 2'a for entrained water)

The derivation of this expression is given in Tef. 10.
Another r-possible o rce of difficulty is the coupling of
torsional and :ongitinal modes of vibration. Since the altemrnating torque produc-es a lor.gitudinal vector due to the
2 propeller oscill.on., a component of thrust, at the frequency
Mass moment of inertia of the propeller, lb in. sec
P
of the torsiecal critical, will produce an alternating force
(includes 2 o for entrained water)
at the thrust bearing. A case has been encounterea in towResonances may be excited by propeller blades or engine boat design, in which these forces at the bearing, augmented
by a longitudinal resonance of the thrust bearing foundation.
hmarmonics and critical speeds will occur at the natural freresulted in re-ctitive bearing failure in addition to producing
quency of the system divided by the number of propeller
serious hull vibration.
blades or the particular engine harmonics tumportant to the
Group IV. Longitudinal Vibration - The nonuniform proproposed range of operations. Frequently the torsional probpellet forces also reult in an alternating thrust load. This
lem will control the choice of propellers. Usually, if the
alternating load prod.uces a longitudinal vibration which ensysterm is not sufficiently close coupled to result in the matt rs the hual' at the- point of attachment of the thrumt bearing.
SI mode critical falling above the oprating speed range,
If, then, the mass elastic system of the propulsion drive is
the critical may be located well below the important speed
tuned to the frequency of the exciting force, a condition of
tnge by the use of a torsionally flexible coupling.
resonance occurs which can prove troublesome or even damis
toocomplex
criticals
excited
engine
of
The calculation
a problem to be treated here. It will suffice to say, however, aging. If resonance occurs, the only limitation to troublesome vibration of this type would be the inherent damping
that much work has been done on the subject, both by the
in the system.
Torsional Vibration Committee of the Society of AutonmoThe manifestation of seious hull and machinery vibration
tive Engineers and the British Internal Combustion Engine
Research Association. Analysis methods presently employed in the longitudinal direction was quite serious in some naval
applications where long shafts were used. The resulIts of
ield very good results, particularly in frequency determnistudies by the Navy ard the sbhipbuilders involved were doccations. As in most vibration problems, however, estimaumented in the paper by Kane and McCGoldnrck (12). This
and
error
considerable
to
trons of system damping is subject
paper is still recommended is a basic refere..-e at the subwhenever possible, testing of the completed installation is
ject of longitudinal vibration.
highly recommended to confirm the original analysis. DeIn applying the present understanding of the problem of
tailed analysis procedures are well presented in Ref. 11 for
longitudinal vibration to the case of the towboat, it is recevngine excited criticals. The amplirude of propeller exommended that we strive to design the fundamental natural
caed criticals may be estimated from Ref. 10 as:
frequet -y of the drive system, including the thrust founda0 prop = 0.0025
tion flexibility. 15-2V&above the maximum propeller blade
frequency, and, as pointed out earlier, insure that no major
orders of torsional vibration are present, which could result
where:
in serious engine excited longitudinal vibration.
o prop = Vibration amplitude at the propeller, radians
A typical system. including propeller, shaft, thrust bear= Alternating propeller torque, in per cent of
Op
ing, and a longitudinally flexible coupling between the main
mean propeller torque (5 to 7.5)
thrust and engine, may be represented diagrammatically as
= Number of propeller blades
B
shown in Fig. 12. The natural frequency of this system may
The alternating torsional stress in the propulsion shafting. be estimated by the following expression:
Af
due to propeller excitation, is:
M
M
2
K = Torsional stiffness of connecting .hafting, lb in_/rad
I = Mass moment of inertia of the engine. lb in, sec-
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GD

F
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+

s
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-

VP
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where:
Af = Factor for flexibility of foundation.

wbere:
G
D
I

=
=

Torsional modulus, psi (11.8 x 10 for steel)
Diameter of shaft, in.
= Length of shaft, in.

K
M

This must be

determined by test.
= Longitudinal stiffness of shaft = FEA/L, lb/ina.
M = m2ass
of shaft lb se/in.
Aen.
= Mass oftsaft. lb~t

M

p

= Mass of propeller + S)% for entrained water, lb
2

sec /in.
If we were to assume the kbrust is located in the engine.
the system would be as shown ;-fin
Fig. 13.
The natural frequencies of this syen mrnay be estimated
from the roots of the equation:
2 (
n i
n\

4

W -

K1

K2

Ht

1

K1 K2

+ M----- 0
1 MM

where:
W

= Natural freqacy, rad;0/sec

K1

= Shaft stiffnes = EAIL, lb/im

n

K

a
2

MI

M2

Stiffness of esgine fra e an foundation,
lb/in. ('Cis is an enpirical value)

= Propeller mass plus C-4 for erahined water.
plus121/2 rmass if the taft. Stec2/in.
= Mass of entn and Fndatirm, plus 1/2
mass of shaf

lb sec 2/in.

For other alternate arrange-menrt approximztions must
be made for the developme of ar equival r- mass-elastic
system which lends itself to co-nveni-t analysis. Additional
suggestions are given in Ref. 12i
The largest unknown in these ana yses are of course, the
estimation for foundation stifoess. These aes can only
be obtained experimentally er by very rough calculation.
Since we are interested in a i-gh natral frezuency, we
should, as a rule, make the th;ust f-undation as rigid as possible in the longitudinal direction. This is heataccomplished
by spreading. the foundation fzce awa aft, as fr as possible.
Group V. Equ nment Vibration - The equipment considered under Group V may be general47 referred to as auxiliary equipment and f: differetiated- from main machinery
primarily because of the sizeof the euipmnem. Ordinarily
the exciting forces, although of a lower order Thanthose produced by main engines, proplers, and shafM, have higher
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driving frequencies and thus introduce significant energy
into the ship structure. These machines do not normally
cause difficulties by exciting a discernible resonance of the
hull girder (ordinarily no more than five may be noted) but
rather by exciting resonances in the local structure. To minimize the adverse effects of equipment vibration, care should
be exercised in the selection of equipment for minimum exciting force and in the design of foundations and local structure to avoid resonance with the known exciting forces in
the equipment.
The same forces which are inherent in a macbdre may
also set up structural resonances in.the machine frame and
create a cerious dis urbance in the form of airborrne or structurebo ne noise (vil-ration). The foliouing sectioas willtreat
this problem in greater detail and discuass the source of noise,
noise paths, and noise control.
NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
The problem of noise reduction from the standpoint of

habitability has beea given serious attention in recent years.
not only by the Navy but also the shipFping indAiy. It is
evident that a ship, which contains a n0tirude of noise producing machinery and where the operating personne-l are
confined to its boundaries for long pericds of time, must have
in its design certain noise control features. The coazol of
noise is necessary for reasons such as:
1. Loss of hearing.
2. Intelligibility of speech communication.
3. Reduced alermess and undue fatigue.
4. Increased comfort.
As far as the habitability or physic-logical effects of noise
is concerned, only the airborne component of noise need be
considered. The structureborne comp vnent is of importance
when dealing primarily with the waterboare sound radiated
by various machinery and therefore will not be discussed to
any extent except as it relates to airborne noise.
In discussing the subject of shipboard noise the following
areas will be considered: sauces, paths, and comtrol.
SOURCES OF NOISE - The noise produced by a machine
is generally a function of the geometry of its part. Other
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Fig. 12 - Typical drave system

Fig. 13 - System with thrust located in engine

factors such as internal forces and :ndividual componentresonances also may contribute to the overall noise output of a
macLi.e. There are also noise sources that are common to
many machines such as bearings and shaft unbalance. Among
the more comm-non types of machines that will he discussed
are diesel engines, gears. pumps, fans, and electric motors.
Bearings - There are two basic types of bearings common!y used in machmines, that is, rolling contact4antifriction'land sliding surface bearings. Of the two types, thesliding surface bhearing is generally quieter in that it does not
contain characteristic features that will generate specific
or dicrete fiequencies except for the *stick-slip" phenomena resulting from inaaesquate lubrication.
Polling contact bearings. on the other hand, are capable
of producing teveral disti!ct frequencies as sho,,wn in Table
2 from Ref. 13.
Except in especially quiet machines such as motors, gyros. and the like, bearings are not the controlling source of
noise unless they are damaged or their exciting frequency
coincide with one or more natural frequencies of the machine or its foundation. Needless to say. damaged bearings.
whe her they are of the sh!ding surface or the rolling contact
type will produce noise and, if not repaired or replaced,
would cause the machine they are supporting to become inoperative.
Unbalance - Noise caused by shaft unbalance occurs at
the rotational speed and assocciated harmonics. Generally
spea'king, balance limits that are specified for proper mechanical operation result in low noise levels as far as airborne noise is concerned. There have been cases, however,
where the forces due to shaft unbalance have set into resonance some other connecting part such as a frame, panel.
cr fc.ndation causing objctionable noise levels.
Ge rs - Gears, by ;he nature of their operation, are well
knc-w sources of noise. A gear performs its work by transmitting load and speed from one tooth on the diving gear
to another tooth on the driven gear. Unless this work is accorplished at perfectly uniform velocities, such as the operation of worm type gears, impact forces will result with
consequent noise. -he frequencies manifested are thosecorresponding to tooth mnesh frequencies. (number of teeth of
a gear times the rotational speed). Other predominant gear
frequencies are those corresponding to the rotational speeds
of the individual gear elements. Here again, any natural
freqxencies of the gear or casing that correspond to tooth
mesh or rotational speeds of the individual gears will be a
source of noise
Bes des the above typical gear noises, there also exists
a source of noise peculiar to helical gears known as hobbing
frequency noise which is a result of undulations along a gear
tooth produced b the bobbing machine (14). This noise is
produced at a frequency equal to the product of the rotatonal speed of the gear and the number of teeth of the hobb'ng machine worm wheel Under normal circumstances
the level of the bobbing frequency is usually wel' below that
of the mesh frequencies.
Diesel Enes - The diesel engine, together with itsprin-

cipal moving parts and accessories, contains numerous sources
of noise The tdivsdiual rotating and reciprocating componer as well as the combustion erplosions give rise to
many frequencies, all of which combine to form the overall
noise output.
In an attemip to understand the complex noise output of
'diesel engines the Bureau of Ships undertook a program to
determine the basic sources of noise of a typical diesel engine (15).
Some characteristics of the engine tested are: Number
of cylinders - 8: Type - 2 stroke cycle; Bhp - 425 at 1200
rpm.
The engine was faned with a scavenging air blower and
other accessories such as fresh water and sea water pumps
lube oil pumps. The engine was connected to a genanrid
erator and both mrunted on a concrete slab. The slab
weighed appoximately 23 tons and was isolated from aconcrete floor by cork pads. Results of the test showed the following sources of airborne noise, in decreasing order of importance, to be:
1. Scaveng:ng air blower.
2. r~ion and con n-cting rods.
3. Exhaust valve mechanism.
4. Fuel injectors.
5. Fuel comibustion.
6. Timing gears.
A represemation of the acoustical power contribution of
the various engine elements are shown on Fig. 14.

Table 2 - Bearing Frequencies
Origin

Frequency, cps

Unbalance or Eccentricity
Irregularity of Hlousing

N
NR1
1

Irregularity of Rolling Element

Irregularity of Inner Raceway

Irregulanty of Outer Raceway

where:
N
n
Ri
R2
R3

K

2

N1R2
R3 (R1 + R
2
nNR2

o

R1 + R2
nNR1
RI +R
2

I
= Shaft rpm divided by 60
= Number of balls or rollers
= Radius of irner raceway

=

Radius of outer raceway

i

= Radius of ball or roller
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The scavenging air blower radiated direct airborne noise.
The engine proper radiated the airborne noise through structureborne vibrations excited by the moving parts of the en-

giM.
Although these results represent the findings from only
one engine it is considered that it generally indicates the
basic noise sources of all diesel engines.
In addition to the abo"e findings, a large number of natural frequencies were discovered on the engine. A total
of 31 natural frequencies ranging from 180 - 340u cps were
excited by "bump" tests.
The noise level of any engine element would be amplified if its frequency of excitation corresponds to any of these
natural frequencies.
Pumps - Pump noises are usually of concern in the so-uctureborne or fluidborne sense rather than airborne since most
of the acc-ustic energy developed by a pump is contained
within the attached piping sys:tem. As such, the airborne
noise contribution of pumps relative to other machinery is
low-

It should also be pointed out that the noise produced by
pumps depeads on two factors. One is the type of pump and
the other is-the system to which the pump is connected. That
is,the noise characteristics of a pump, considered as a component, will vary depending on the attached system.
Fans - Fan noise, similar to pump noise, depends both on
the fan itflt as well as the attached connections such as
ducts. However, unlike pumps which operate in closed piping systems. fanstadiate noise directly to open airborne paths.
Since the principal use of fans aboard ship are in the ventilating and airconditioning systems their acoustical contribution regarding habitability must be seriously considered.
The aerodynamic noise produced by fans consists of a
rotational component and a vortex component. The rotational component exhibits frequencies which correspond to
the number of blades times the rotational speed and associated harmonics. The vortex component results from flow
separation causing eddy currents to form in a random fashion
and, as such. no particular frequencies are manifested.
Electrical Machinery - The m.or noise sources of motors

so

and generators, other than that due to bearings and unbalance, is magnetic noise, brush noise, and airflow noise. Mag
netic noise is a result of eccentricity L.ween the rotor and
stator causing a fluctuation in the air gap. This sets up petiodic radial forces on both the rotor and stator causing therr
to vibrate at frequencies which are a function of the number
of poles and slots and the operating speed. Brush noises are
mainly due to poor mating of the brushes and comnrtator
bars. There is no particular frequency associated with tis
noise but it is usually of a high frequency nature. Brush assemblies are also a source of noise if their natural fretercies coincide with the number of commutator bars trimes
the rotational speed.
SAirflow noises are caused by either the rotor hats chopping the airstream or the ventilating fan blades pssing area
of obstructed airflow. These airflow noises may be further
amplified if their frequency of excitation correspuds to the
resonance of the air cavity confined within the n or casi
NOISE PATHS - Noise, depending on the path it takes.
may be c)assified as either airborne. structurebort
. or wate
borne. Airborne noise, as detected by the human ear or microphone, is the measure of pressure fluctuations in the air
path caused by a vibrating object. The vibrating objectr ma
be a loudspeaker, fan blade, bulkhead panel. machine fotndation, or the like.
Structureborne noise is a measure of vibrations which an
transmitted through solids such as machinery foundations.
hull, and deck plating and is ultimately radiated to the air
or water.
Waterborne noise is the direct result of pressur fluctuations set up in the water by structureborne vibrati ls. To
a lesser degree airborne noise may also contribute to the
overall waterbome noise level. Fig. 15 ilustrates the various transmission paths noise may follow.
NOISE CONTROL Objectives - As previously stated, the control of noise
is necessary for habitability and physiological reas ns. The
extent to which noise is to be controlled is a function of the
various requirements that are soecified to insure certain dsired conditions.
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Fig. 14 - Acoustical power distribution of various engihte
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Fig. 15 - Transmission paths
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Specifications regarding nole on Naval ships define five
noise categories and specif;es airborne noise criteria for each.
The five categories We as follows:
Category A - Spaces suwe intelligible speech communication is necessary.
Category B - Spaces where comfort of person-el in their
quarters is normally considered to be an important factor.
Category C - Spaces where it is essential to maintain
especially quiet conditionsCa:egory D - Spaces or areas where a higher noise level
is expected and where deafness avoidance is a greater consideraron than intelig.able speech communication.
Category E - high n7yse level areas within category D
spaces where inteilhgdbe speech conmmunication is necesstary.
The speech interferccce level (SIL) is a mernnure of the
background rnoise on inte!igi;ble speech cornmunication.
Numerically it is the arhmetical average of the sound pressure level, in decibe's. in the octave bands; (300-600),.
(600-1200), (1200-2400) aa (2400-4800) cps. For noise
categories A and E Table 3 shows the SIL valzes that are
not to be exceeded.
The noise levels for categories B. C. and D. cover the
entire octave range and -are sL-wn in Table 4.

Table 3 - Speech Interference Levels
Noise
Category
A

E

Speech Interference
Level

Volume,
cu ft
500-1999
2000-7999
80D0 and larger

60
55
50

Any

72

Table 4 -

Noise
Cate-ory

B
Comfort

C
Quiet

- --

D
Inj-ry
C

Space
Volume,
cu ft
500-1999
2000-7999
8000 and
larger
500-1999
2000-7999
8000 and
larger

Any

37.5
75

11111 11111111111

The category assigned to a particular space depends on
the objectionable noise effects dthat will be encounered.
For example, in an engine room comfort and speech intelligibility are usually disegarded and deafness avoidance
criteria will prevail.
Methods - Noise conmol must be consdered in a system
sense since there are three aspects involved: the suurce, the
path, and the receiver. Assuming that reming can be done
with the receiver leaves only the sources and path. Experience indicates that to achieve significact reductions of noise
at the source generally involves significant time and cost
expenditures or, in other words, the -db per dollar" costs
may be prohibitive. The path then rema ns as the most practical portion of the system that can be ap;oach ed for noise
reduction. Noise reduction in the path may be accomplished
by one or more of the following nethobo
1. Isolation.
2. Damping.
3. Absorption.
Isolation - Consider a machine solidly connected to a
ship's hull as shown on Fig. 15. As a remUt, any exciting
frequencies will be transmitted to the surrounding structure
which can act as a vounxding bo-ard and puessibly further amplify, due to local resonances. some of the frequencies. Any
complex structure such as a ship's hull and ccranectingstructure theoretically peossesses an infinite ntmber of natural
frequencies which can be excited if the proper exciting frequencies exist. An ideal isolation system would attenuate
all of the exciting frequencies and minimize their effects
on the surrounding structure; however, from a practicalstandpoint the ideal system rarely exists.
The most common method used to isolate a machine from
the surrounding structure is to sopport it by resilient mounts.
These mounts may take the form of steel srings, rubber, or
other resilient materials whose stiffness characteristics can
be controlled to obtain a desired mass-elastic system.

oise Level Requirements

75
150

Octave Band. cps
150 300
600
300 600
1200

1200
2400

2400
4800

4800
9600

86
82

82
78

78
74

74
70

70
66

66
62

62
58

58
54

72

68

64

60

56

52

48

44

110

105

100

90

90

85

85

85

--

solve for K (isolator
3. Using the formula. F =
An isolated machine represented as a single-degree of
'
stiffness).
freedom system is shown in Fig. 16 where M is the mass of
2
2
the machine (lb-sec /in.). K is the stiffness of the spring
= 183.580 lb/in
(--)
K = (2YX6-7)
3t6
or isolator (lb/in ).and the fourndation is assumed rigid. The
This stiffrness represents the total isolator stiffness. If (n)
mas-elastic characteristics of the system will define the
tso!ators are to be used, then each isolator will have a K of
natural frequency as:
1
K
Fn stl'6

The effectiveness of the system. regarding isolatione, is
expressed as transmissibility which is the raio of the force
transmitted to the foundation to the exciting force of the
machine.
For an undamped system the zransmimbility (T) may be
2
.
.
calculated by: T = 1/1-(F/Fn) where (F/Fn) is the ratio
of the exciting frequency of the mwachine to the natural frequency of the system. Fig. 17 is a plot of the traramissibility curve for an undamped single degree of freed--om system. At the point where (F/Fn) = 1.a resonant coa-ition
exists and for an undamped system the transmissibility is
infinite.
Isolation of the forcing freqwency is effected at values
of (F/Fn) greater than P2. In practice, the ratio of the lowest exciting frequency to the natural frequency is generally
kept above 3.
The following example illus-zrates some of the steps to
be taken for isolating a machine on a single-degree of freedom basis:
Unit to be resiliently mounted - Diesel Generator Set;
rpm - 1200; weight - 40.000 lb; No. of cylinders - 8 (2 cycle).
1. At a constant speed operation of 1200 rpm the lowest
exciting frequency resulting from unbalance is 1200/60 or
20 cps.
2. Asusme a minimum value of F/Fn 3. This results
.
frequency of 20/3 c about 5.7
inanatural
desired
in a destred natural frequency of 20/3 or about 5.7 cps.

r sV

(183.80/n).
From Fig. 17 at F/Fn = 3. it can be seen that the unbalanced force transmitted to the foundationr is approximately
12 of the force existing ambove the isolators. At the firing
frequency (20 X 8 = 160 cps) the.value of F/Fn is approximazely 2.3 which results in less than 1% of transmitted force.
Although damping has been neglected here, in an actual
sy en sclme finite aiu nt of damping does exist. The effects of damping result in a reduction of the transmitted
foice at resonance but at higher frequencies it increases the
tram mitted force over that of an undamped system. Therefo.re, a large amounrof damping is not always considered
desirable.
It should be noted that the value of K is the 'dynamic'
stigness at any particular loading of the isolator. For isolat.zs that possess lisCar load-deflection .haracteristics the
dy inmic stiffness value is equal to the static value. Ilowever., for certain isolators such as the more commonly used
rutner types, this is not true. Experience indicates that rubber isolators have dynamic stiffness characteristics approximately 2-3 times higher than the static values obtained by
Ioad-deflection curves. This variance depends on the rubher characteristics and configuration of the isolator. Inpractice. bowever, the designer need only concern himself with
the desired natural frequency since the manufacturers of the
various isolators catalogue them as a function of load carrying capacity and natural frequency.
The above example dealt only with an idealized singledegree of freedom system. In a practical system there are
actually six degrees of freedom, three rotational and three
translational, which are basically a function of the location

of the center of gravity and the three principal moments of
ineitia.
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Fig. 16 - Isolated tmans

Fig. 17 - Plot of tamnusibilty curve for undamped single
degree of freedom system
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Fig. 18 illustrates the six different modes of vibration of
a mounted system. Three modes are translational in the direction of the X, Y, and Z axes and the other three are rotational about the axes.
To assure a satisfactory mounting system, it is good practice to calculate all six natural frequencies. Ref. 16 contains a complete discussion on rUs subject.
The excitation of a mounted syitem may be not only that
of the isolated machine but alas fr~m hull excited frequencies. Thus, it is important that the mounted system nktural
frequencies do not coincide with any steady state excitations
either from the mounted machine or the hull.
W-hen a machine is isolated, considerations must also be
made pertaining to the movement of the-machine during
conditions of shock. This shock may be a result of the ship
striking a pier during berthing, running aground, or any other
situation that will cause an abrupt loading change of the isolated system. As a result, suff cient clearance must be provided around the isolated machine to prevent it from striking
nearby objects. For equipment supwported by isolators in the
same horizontal plane the cleara wce required may be estimated by the following formula:
2 DH
C =+

E

where:

output shafting, ductwork, and similar iterns. The connections must not only be capable of absorbing motion but mrtz
also be flexible ecegh aid properly ir-talled so as not to
alter the isolator &azfteristics.
In the case of flexible pipe
connections Fig. 19 illustrates some examples of good and
bad installations with respect to the service life of thecomnection.
Damping - As prev iously mrentioned, a ship's hull and
associated strucure t.eoretically contat--s an infinite number
of naturl frequencies. Any number of tese frequencies may
be excited by the varncus machinery, ei-ther by structureborne or airborne ciLz, resulting in amplification of the exciting frequencies. The most effective method of minimizing resonant effect is to provide damping treanc-t which
dissipates some f the vibratory energy. Mos. damping materials dissipate. ths energy by conveting it to heat as a result of internal friction. Therefore, any- materials that have
high intemal Icsses are suitable for damping.
Damp7ng treatments should be applied as close as possible
to the noise source. 11his includes machi;nery casings, foundations, and portocs of the connecting hull structure.
One particular dampmg treatment extensively used by
the Navy consists of zinc-chromate impregnated wool felt
(17), which is actually a gasket material, in combination
with a steel septum loading plate. Fig. 20 shows a typical
installation. The septum plate is approximately 256 asthick

C = Motion at point in question
D = Maximum deflection of hLeisolators in the vertical
direction
E = Maximum deflection of the isolators in the horizontaldirection
H = Perpendicular distance from plane of isolators to
point in question
W = Distance between centers of most widely spaced isolators in the direction being considered
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All external connections to the isolated machine must be
capable of absorbing the motions as determined above.
These connections may be electrical cable, piping, input or
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Fig- 19 - Flexible hose coecrtions
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Fig. 18 - Six degrees
of freedom
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Fig. 20 - Felt-septum damping treatment

I

as the damped mucture. The thickness of the felt sheet may
range from 1/16 to 1/4 in. depending on the thickness of
the plate or structure to be damped. The septum is secured
by hold-down nuts fitted to studs which are welded to the
damped plate on appioximately 12 in. centers. The constraining pressure obtained by torquing of the hold-down nuts
is usually about 40 psi. The following formula may be used
to obtain the constraining pressure (18):
Pa

T
0.2 x DxA

where:

P = Constraining pressure. psi
T = Applied torque, in.-lb
D = Diameter of stud, in.
2

A a Area of constraining layer per studs, in.
(For studs spaced on 12 in. centers, A = 144 in. 2 )
a....ping values that can be expected by use of chromated
felt range from 2-5% of critical damping in a frequency
range of 50-2000 cps.
Another type of damping tnaterial suitable for damping
higher frequencies (2000-11,000 cps) is a sand or aluminum
oxide filled plastic tile (19). The material is in the form
of 1 ft square tile and is about 1/2 in. thick. It is applied
by cementing it to the structure. The damping characteristics of this material range from 3-6.6% of critical damping.
Absorption - The isolation and damping -methods previously discussed serve to reduce aiome noise only by minimizing the contributing effects of structureborne noise. Any
airbome noise that is not attenuated by these methods must

be reduced by absaption.
Consider a noise source in a compartment which is made
up of hard surfaced bulkheads, overhead, and deck. The
sound pressure waves radiating toward the hard surfaces will
be reflected back and forth unitl a reverberant noise level Is
greater than that which the noise source would produce in a
free field.

Fig. 22 - Minesweeper main propulsion engine room wish
enclosed control roi
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Fig. 23 - Minesweepor engine maom airbosme noise levels
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Fig. 21 - Miteeepe main propulsion engine room asorigInally designed
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To attenuate such noise one or more of the following
measures must be taken:
1. Acoustically treat the compartment with sound absorbing material.
2. Provide an enclosure around the personnel.
3. Provide an enclosure around the machine.
Acoustical Treatment of Compartmem - Acoust!cally
treating the surfaces of the room with _-cnd absorbing material at best would only reduce the nose level to that which
would exist in a free field. This is assprming 1'0e4 absorption of sound by the acoustical treataruit to eliminate any
of the reverberant effects but the direct path of airborne
noise from the source will still exist. Depending on thecompartmnent involved this type of treatment may be sufficient.
However, take the case of a diesel engine room which contains extremely high noise levels. Acoustical treatment of
such a compartment would probably, in itself, not provide
sufficient noise reduction and would also be impractical and
uneconomical. In this case, the only solution would be to
either enclose the operating personnel in an acoustically
treated operating booth to provide an enclosure around the
diesel engines.
Enclosures Around Personnel - Several yearsago the Na'vy

was faced with a problem of excessive noise in the engine
rooms of a new class of minesweepers. The noise levels that

existed in the engine room spaces vee found to exceedco*
siderably the deafness avoidance critaeria. The solution to
the problem was approached by desu&ging and in-talling an
enclosed control room in eacTh of the two engine rooms (20).
Fig. 21 and 22 illu wtr the main p
Ipulsion
engine roota
artangement before at after the inIallation of theenclosed
control roon. The aluxiliaty machinery space was also fitted
with a sirn.ar control room.
Fig. 23 shows the octave band noise levels measured in

the main propulsion engine oomn. C ande the control Morn
the noise levels men
caed esceeded y aconsiderableamount
the deafness avoida.. e ci eria in the upper five octave
bands. "he nonse lev-s inside the c=~nrol room dermortrared that a significant redoction to-k place in all eight oc*
save bands and that the deafness av-4ance criteria was adequatel) met. The co n triction detals of the control room
are shown in Fig. 24. It shiold be noted that t.e control
room ., not solidly connected to the 1al framing, instead
it is resiliently supported by strips of rubber. This feature
minimizes stiucturebome vinrations a M associated ainome
noise from entering the control room.
Encloalres Around Noise Source - There are circumstances when enclosures for per-mn l are not possible, in
which case an enclosure arcund the wise source should be
cossidered. A particular lsvesntigaton to detrmine the effectiveness of such an installation was conducted by the Navy
on a diesel-generator set irsalled im ste machinery space
of an 80 ft aluminum FT boat. The diesel generator setcoasisted of a 4 cyl 2 cycle diesel directly connected to a 60 kw
a-c generator operating at a govered speed of 1800 rpm.
The noise reduction measures taken wee isolation of the
diesel generator for structurebome mom artentuation and an
acoustical hood around the entire =nt. Fig. 25 schematically illustrates the installation. Measurements of the air-
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borne noise showing the effectiveness of the installationtt are
shown on Fig. 26. Without the enccMire the airborne noise
levels exceeded the deafneu avoidance criteria in four of
the eight octave bands. With the engine enclosure in place,

Schematic of enclosed generator set

Fig. 25
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te airbomrne noise levels wee markedly reduced ac s the
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